BACK SIDE

DISPLAYPORT INPUT (DISPLAYPORT 20 PIN)
POWER INPUT (IEC C13)
VGA INPUT (D-SUB 15 PIN)
3.5mm HEADPHONE JACK
3.5mm AUDIO INPUT

HDMI INPUT (HDMI 19 PIN)

STAND AND BACK COVER REMOVED FOR CLARITY

POWER ON/ OFF
OSD ON/ OFF
LED POWER INDICATOR

SCROLL DOWN/ ADJUST DECREASE/ ADJUST AUDIO/ AUTO
SCROLL UP/ ADJUST INCREASE/ PICTURE MODE
INPUT SELECTION/ CONFIRM SELECTION

4X M4x0.7 \(\times\) 4mm

ACTIVE TO ACTIVE

TOLERANCES:

\(\pm 0.25\)
\(\pm 1°\)

\(\pm 0.5\)
\(\pm 1\)
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